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Abstract

In this paper we first present
a formal
definition
of dictionaries
and introduce
a semantic
space of dictionaries
which is used for giving
formal meanings
of entry words.
Then we show that
the semantic
space is uniquely
determined
up to isomorphism.
We also construct
the semantic
space which consists
of infinite trees with
no leaf and
some other trees where only leaves are labeled.
Hence we can simply
take this semantic
space when we discuss
semantics
Finally we point out that our framework
of dictionaries
matical
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Introduction

Dictionaries are indispensable not only for our daily lives but also for computerized
systems such as database systems and knowledge information systems [1, 2].
According to the Random House Dictionary [3], a dictionary is "a book containing a
selection of the words of a language, usually arranged alphabetically giving information
about their meanings, pronounciations, etymologies, inflected forms, etc., expressed in either
the same or another language."
However in the present paper we simply take a dic
tionary as a book containing words of a language and their meanings expressed in the
same language or another language.
Although there may be several standpoints to treat meanings of words in a dic
tionary, we take them in the following manner.
Consider our consulting a dictionary
for the meaning of a word. The explanation of the word is expressed with a finite
sequence of words in the dictionary.
If we find unknown words in it, we may again
consult the dictionary for them. In this way we will get the meaning of a word by
consulting a dictionary finitely many times.
As far as the author's knowledge is concerned, no formal definition of a dictionary
has been given and semantics of dictionaries has not yet been studied in a mathematical
way. So in this paper we first give a formal definition of a dictionary and a semantic
space of dictionaries.
A dictionary is made up of a set of entry words, their explana
tions which are expressed with finite sequences of entry words in the dictionary and
possibly undefined words. A semantic space is made up of a set Y and a bijection
from Y* (the union of one or more products of Y's) to Y satisfying some commutative
diagram.
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Dictionary

We give in this section a formal definition of a dictionary. In general explanations
of entry words in a dictionary are expressed with finite sequences of entry words and
possibly undefined words.
NOTATION. Let X be a set.

Then X* is defined by :

X*=X°+Xl-}

...+Xn+

... ,

where Xn is n-fold product of X and + is disjoint union, and X° consists of just one
special element 2, which corresponds to the empty string in language theory.
DEFINITION 1. A dictionary is a triple DIC=(X, A, D), where
(1)
(2)
(3)
We

X is a non-empty set of entry words,
A is a set of undefined words,
D is a mapping from X to (X+A)*.
call words other than entry words undefined words and also call D(x)

the

ex

planation of x. The mapping D corresponds to the action of consulting a dictionary.
If A is empty, we call a dictionary selfcontained.
EXAMPLE. We give an example of a dictionary.
D (concept)=(a, general, notion, or, idea),
D (notion)=(a, general, or, vague, idea),
D (idea)=(any, conception, existing, in, the, mind),
D (general)=(of,
or, pertaining, to, all, persons, or, things, belonging, to, a, group,
or, category),
D (mind)=(the, part, in, a, human, being, that, reasons, understands, perceives).
For clearness, the expression D(x)=(xl, x2, ••• , xn) may be illustrated by using the
following tree (Fig. 2.1) :
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mathematical standpoints.
But we here take the semantics formally (mathematically) in
the following way, that is, a formal meaning of any word in a dictionary is obtained
by combining those of the words which appear in the explanation.
For example let us consider the semantics of very tiny dictionary DIC=(X, A, D),
where
X= {x1, x2, x3} ,
A= {a} ,
and D is defined by :
D(x1)=(x1,
D(x2)=(a)
D(x3)=(x3,

x2) ,
,
a) .

As D(xl)=(xi, x2), the formal meaning of xl is the combination of those of x1 and
x2. Now let us see the process of getting the meaning of xl (Fig. 2.2). If we consult
the dictionary for the xl one time, we get the first step, that is, D(xl)=(x1, x2). If we
continue to consult it for the explanation (x1, x2), we get the second step. In the same

Fig.
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three

Fig.

2.3
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formal

partial

meanings

meanings

of xl.

of xl, x2 and x3.
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way we get the third step. That is, the (total) meaning of x1 is obtained by consulting
the dictionary repeatedly.
This may be the process by which we acquire meanings of
words.
If we encounter undefined words "a", then this process partially stop there.
Since we cannot consult the dictionary for them any more. This is the same for x2, x3.
So we may take the meanings of x1, x2, x3 as the following tree diagrams respectively
(Fig. 2.3.) :
As we can see in the above figure, in order to consider semantics of dictionaries,
we are necessary some space which is used for giving formal meanings of words such
as trees illustrated above. So in the next section we introduce a semantic space of dic
tionaries.

3.

Semantic

Space

We first define a semantic
tion is sound. Then we show
Now we define a semantic
DEFINITION 2. A semantic
conditions :

space of dictionaries and state the reason why this defini
that the semantic space is isomorphic.
space formally.
space for dictionaries is a pair (Y, #) with the following

(1) Y is a set.
(2) # : Y*—>Y is a bijection.
(3) For any dictionary DIC=(X, A, D), let s : X--Y and s": X+--A—*Ybe mappings
such that ssIX= s and g(a) is some element of Y for any a in A, then the following
diagram commutes and s, called a semantic mapping, is uniquely determined :

where s""*=s°+s1+
-} sm ... .
We explain briefly the reason why this definition is sound. It should be natural that
we acquire the semantics s(x) of an entry word x in X is uniquely determined.
This
semantics s(x) is successively obtained along the commutative diagram above. Firstly,
the word x in X is expressed with the finite sequence x1i ••• , x, (n1)
of entry words
and possibly undefined words by using the mapping D, that is,
D(x)=(x1,
Secondly the semantics

of the explanation

s"*(D(x))=:s"(x„

•.• , x.)
of x is defined by :

... , x.)=(s"(x1),

... , S(xn.)) •

Here if xi is in X, then s"(xi)=s(xi).
Otherwise, that is, if xi is undefined words (x1
in A), the semantics may be any element of Y as long as our definition is satisfied.
Lastly the semantics s(x) of x in X is obtained by combining these semantics
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s(x1), ••• , s(xn,) using the mapping #, that is,
s(x)=#(s"(xi),

• • , s(x...)) •

The mapping # should be a bijection, since if the semantics of the explanations of words
are mutually distinct, then so should be the semantics of the words, and since extra
semantics is not in Y, that is, any semantics of Y is always the combination of some
finite number of semantics of Y.
By this definition, we get the following proposition, which asserts that any semantic
spaces are isomorphic.
PROPOSITION 3. Let (Yi, #i) (i=1, 2) be semantic spaces. Then
(Y1, #1)=-=(Y2,#2)
holds.
PROOF. #21: Yi—+Y* (i=1, 2) are considered

to be selfcontained

f : Y1 >Y2 and g : Y2—Y1 be the semantics mappings.

holds

and

the

commutative

A Semantic

Let

diagram

diagram

also holds, where j 1 the identity mapping.
have g f =iy1. Similarly we have f g=iy2.
4.

dictionaries.

Then the commutative

By the uniqueness of semantic mapping we
Therefore the proposition is obtained. ^

Space Construction

We now construct the semantic space which consists of infinite trees with no leaf
and some other trees where only leaves are labeled. For this end, we first give some
notions on trees.
DEFINITION. Let A= {1, ••• , n} and let 7-= Pr -1 • •• +Th
• • . Then J* D a is said
to be a tree if the following conditions are satisfied :
(1) stea implies sea.
(2) sk Ea and k EN imply s {1, ••• , k} C a, where N denotes the set of all natural
numbers.

n
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Any tree is finitely branching.
4 and L(a) denote the set of all trees and the set of
all leaves of a tree a, respectively.
DEFINTIION.
a is a partial tree iff L(a)
0.
a is a total tree iff L(a)= O.
Partial trees are trees with leaves. Total trees are (infinite) trees with no leaf. We
denote by 4p and 4, the set of all partial trees and the set of all total trees, respectively.
Clearly 4=4p-+4t.
We also define labeled trees.
DEFINITION. Let Z be a labeled set. Then the set of all Zlabeled trees is
z4=--U {mim:a-±Z},
aEd
and the set of all trees where only leaves are Zlabeled
z3= U {aL(a)+m

l m : L(a) —>Z} .

aEd

EXAMPLE.

We give

an example

is

of a tree

a in Fig.

4.1,

2

11

12

13

131

132

133

Fig. 4.1 Tree
where L(a)= {2, 11, 12, 131, 132, •••} are underlined.
We also give an example of the tree where only leaves are Zlabeled

1

2.1

llz2 12z3 13
131z4132.5 133

Fig.

4.2

Tree

where

only

leaves

are

labeled

where xzi means that leaf x is labeled by zi.
Now we define a pair (T, #) as follows :
(1) T=4tI-clld,
(2) # is a mapping from T* to T such that
#(ai, ••• , an)= {A}+1a1+
#(2)_ {1} •
Then we get :

•.• +nan

in Fig. 4.2,
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Theorem 4. (T, #) is a semantic space.
PROOF. Clearly # is a bijection.
So it suffices to show the uniqueness and existence
of the mapping s satisfying the following commutative diagram :

where we define for any a in A, s"*(a)= {I }.
First we show the uniqueness of the mapping s. Let t and s be the semantic mappings
satisfying the above commutative diagram. Then for any x in X with D(x)=(xi, ••• , xn),
we get
t(x)= {2}-41t(xi)+2t(x2)+

••• +nt(xn)

,

s(x)= {2} 1is"(x1)+2s"(x2)+ ••• +ns"(x.) •
As t(x) and s(x) are the trees with the same root {2}, we can say that t(x) and s(x) are
the same trees if all the children of the root {2} are the same. Indeed if xi is in A,
then by the definition of ss, s"(xi) = t (x i) _ {I}.
Otherwise, that is, if xi is in X, then
t(xi)=t(xi)
and s"(xi)=s(xi).
But t(xi) and s(xi) are the trees with the same root {2},
so all the children are the same.
Next we show the existence of the mapping s. We consider the following com
mutative diagram :

where

Thus
m?1:

(1) T x =4t+x+{±}4,
(2) #x is a bijection from T1 to Tx (like ),
(3)
(m>0) is a mapping from X+A to Tx such that
(i)
,,,,IX= s,,,,,
(ii) for any a in A, sm(a)={L},
(iii) for any x in X, so(x)={x}.
for any x in X with D(x)=(xi,
••• , xn), the following expression

(*)sm(x)=

{2}+1sm,1(xi)+

••• +nsm,1(x.)

holds for any

•

Note here that the order in Tx is defined as follows. Let a(xi, ••• , xn) denote the tree
a with the leaves x 1, ••• , xn, and let co= a(x i, ••• , ai, ••• , x,,,) denote the tree replacing
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x, with the tree ai.Then
for anyrw, a in Tx, we define the order > by : w>a if
w= a(x 1, ••• , ai, ••• , x.) for some xi and ai in Tx. Then it is easy to show that
(Tx, >) is a poset.
By this definition and the equation (*), we have sm(x)>s,7_1(x) for any 712>_1,and
we get
s(x)=sup s,n(x) ' in T .
Therefore by taking the sup of (*), we get
s(x)= {A}Fls(x1)-+ ••• ±ns(xn) .^
5.

Discussion

In this section we point out that our approach also gives a mathematical foundation
to Quillian's word concept problem [4]. First we recall Quillian's definition of a word
meaning.
He dealt with the "meaning" of commonplace words, such as "machine",
"family"
, "chair", and so on. The basis of his word definition is that the meaning of a
word is expressed with the relation of other words.
This definition is called a "plane"
or "immediate definition".
That is, a plane is made up of a word and its explanation
which have an associative structure.
He also considered a word's full concept as all the words that can be reached by an
exhaustive tracing process. This process starts at the "patriarch"
(entry) words in a
dictionary, and then moves to every word in each of its planes, and again starts at
every word found in each of them, and so on. Reentries or loops within a full concept
are permitted.
Thus there is no hierarchy of superclasses and subclasses.
That is,
there are no word concepts as such that are "primitive".
Every word is defined in
terms of ordered configuration of other words.
Now we state the relationship between Quillian's definition and ours.
The plane
corresponds, for example, to D(x)=(x1, ••• , x,z). The plane has an associative structure,
but ours has no structure other than the order (x1, ••• xn). Sets of planes may be taken
as our dictionaries.
The word's full concept corresponds to some element of our semantic
space. That is, if x is a word in a dictionary, then its full concept corresponds to s(x),
where s is a semantic mapping, which is the element of our semantic space. As we
showed in Section 3 and 4, the semantic space of dictionaries is uniquely determined up
to isomorphism and made up of trees, we can take a word's full concept to be the tree.
In summary we have given a framework of a dictionary in which semantics of
words are specified by elements of our semantic space.
Our idea is based on the
observation that any word x in a dictionary is expressed with a finite sequence x1, ••• , x,z
of words in it and that the semantics s(x) of a word x is obtained by combining the
semantics s(x1), ••• , s(xn) of words x1, ••• , xn.
This approach may be the first trial on semantics of dictionary and will also support
the semantic description of data models. We will apply this framework to the semantic
description of our data model called bottom-free data model. Another interesting mathe
matical problems are to study a rational property of dictionary semantics [5] and to
solve the dictionary domain equation : Xn -I ••• -F X = X [6].
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